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Fit and fun –
climbing to new heights
Static exercise using high-tech machines is
outdated. The latest fitness trend is a workout that gives sports enthusiasts the chance
to push themselves to the limits while being
gentle on the joints, muscles and tendons.
ErgoWall sets entirely new standards when it
comes to training for climbing. On this innovative, multi-purpose fitness machine, you
can reach high altitudes while staying near
the ground. What makes ErgoWall so spe
cial is its versatility: Thanks to a wide range of
selectable settings, ErgoWall is adaptable to
your personal training goals. Features such
as speed, wall inclination and level of diffi
culty can be adjusted to suit your needs. This
ensures a high level of motivation, a fun time
and great training results.
Climbing not only improves your athletic
performance by increasing your strength and
flexibility, but it’s also a great deal of fun. And
the best part about it is: You get your body
into shape!

ErgoWall

Climbing has always been a form of locomotion. From childhood on, we feel the urge to
climb on things. Climbing as a sporting acti
vity, however, has only been established over
the years. Reasons for performing this activity
include strenghtening your muscles, improving
your physical condition and pushing your limits.

Sascha live!

ErgoWall is your sportive companion for a
variety of activities. In a training session that
is gentle on the muscles and joints, athletes
push themselves to the limits. Select from
a wide range of training programs: From an
easy training all the way to an intensive workout – ErgoWall offers everything that sports
fans are looking for. Thanks to ErgoWall,
going to the gym now is a thing of the past!

SPORTS

Climbing not only improves your health and
well-being – it’s also a bunch of fun! Mountain climbers preparing for their next tour as
well as athletes and adventurers are always
looking for new and convenient opportunities
for climbing.

Dirk live!

In both sport and leisure climbing, ErgoWall
is a true all-rounder. Whether you prefer wall
or overhanging climbing: Fans of climbing
choose from a wide range of programs.
With a maximum inclination angle of 45° and
a speed between 0 and 14 m/min, ErgoWall
offers a large variety of training options.
Adventurers and climbing aficionados are
sure to find full satisfaction!

FUN

The motivation gained by reaching a big goal
is a special experience – especially for kids.
This also applies to therapeutic climbing.
Positive side effects include improving your
coordination, training your body tension and
boosting your self-confidence. In addition,
kids learn to concentrate, to plan their actions
and to stick to rules.

Hendrik live!

ErgoWall opens up a wide range of applications for children. Thanks to its unique
therapeutic concept, ErgoWall can even be
applied to help little patients with ADD. The
best part about ErgoWall is that your workout
starts right when you want it to – no special
equipment required!

KIDS

New times have brought new challenges
which call for new methods of treatment.
Physiotherapists, rehabilitation therapists and
psychotherapists are beginning to take note
of this trend. While classic types of treatment
for different ailments used to be sufficient,
modern times require more individual solutions.

Lisa live!

ErgoWall opens up entirely new perspectives
in therapeutic climbing. Thanks to ErgoWall,
which has been designed by integrating the
latest discoveries in therapy, innovative thera
peutic concepts can be put into practice
in no time. This way, patients enjoy great,
lasting success.

PHYSIO

Due to our modern lifestyle, tensions and pains
have become commonplace – regardless of
age. Regular backache is on the increase; standing up becomes a torture. Special exercise
brings your body back in balance, enhances
your quality of life and is a lot of fun.

Jens Brünjes,
ClimbInstructor for therapeutic
climbing and physiotherapist

In the field of prevention, ErgoWall is consi
dered as an insider tip. Your posture improves
dramatically and affected areas of the body are
significantly strengthened. This has an intense
and lasting effect. Thanks to ErgoWall, fitness,
vitality and physical well-being are just a hop,
skip and jump away!

PREVENTION

Technical data

Choose from
as many as
10 programs

Light sensors provide
maximum safety.
The machine stops as
soon as you get off.
No danger of injury!
Keep a firm grip – the climbing
grips are ergonomically shaped
and provide good support to your
hands and feet
On request, we also produce
custom-made climbing grips to suit
your special needs!

2m

climbing area:

around 1.6 m x 2.6 m

required space:

from around 10 m2 to 14 m2

speed:

between 0 and 14

wall inclination:

between -45° and +15°

weight:

around 1,100 kg

performance:

0.8 KW / 220 - 240 V / 50 Hz / 16 A

3.2 m

ErgoWall Pro		

m/
min

2 m - 3.5 m

3m

1m

INFO

ErgoWall GmbH & Co. KG
Oelerother Straße 6
53809 Ruppichteroth
phone: +49 (0) 22 95 / 91 82 60
fax: +49 (0) 22 95 / 91 82 82
www.ergo-wall.de
email: info@ergo-wall.de
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